
INSIGHT4EO

Smart On-board Product 
for Intelligent LEO Missions.

FLIGHT SYSTEMS



Elecnor Deimos provides the turn-key 

on-board processing and intelligence 

unit Insight4EO. The Insight4EO 

product provides software defined 

on-board data processing services for 

LEO satellites and missions, facilitating 

the edge-computing paradigm for 

knowledge & decision making 

in real-time, and for increased

mission autonomy, throughput 

and return-on-investment.

INSIGHT4EO SMART ON-BOARD PRODUCT 
FOR INTELLIGENT LEO MISSIONS



INTELLIGENT ON-BOARD SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SPACE MISSIONS

The Insight4EO product is an intelligent unit applicable to LEO missions, serving as a 
common solution engineered and configured to meet small satellite and Earth Observation 
customer needs, and covering both low-cost and high-performance platforms.

Available as both a software only and complete hardware unit product, Insight4EO 
provides a set of pre-qualified on-board services. The Insight4EO framework further 
allows the User to embed their own applications and AI solutions, to deploy and exploit 
these in the flight segment.

Insight4EO is a flexible qualified on-board processing solution, directly integrable within 
a wide range of satellite physical architectures, based on a pre-defined set of hardware 
options and interfaces, fully missionizable and enabling tailoring to customer needs.

APPLICATIONS

→   Single satellite and constellation missions;

→   Optical, Radar and Communications payloads;

→   On-board payload processing to L1/L2;

→   Data prioritisation and selective download;

→   Real-time product generation, with global 
delivery using compatible communications units;

→   Real-time on-board re-tasking and planning;

→   Integrated flight-ground processing chain, 
together with DEIMOS’ GS4EO product suite.

SERVICES

Non- and recurrent services, ensuring the product meets the customer needs through 
to qualification.

→   Cost effective adaptation of the OBSW;

→   Engineering AIT for the customer application;

→   Commissioning support;

→   Support to application tailoring for on-board and low-latency deployment.



GLOBAL REAL-TIME SERVICES

Insight4EO is a complete on-board processing and intelligence architecture to enable the 
responsiveness of the mission, for real-time rapid tasking and Earth Observation product delivery.

PRODUCTS ARCHITECTURE

REAL-TIME GLOBAL SERVICES 
FOR DEPENDABLE DECISION MAKING

RE-CONFIGURABLE
Autonomous re-planning of the tasking of the satellite for payload acquisitions and general 
operations, based on the real-time reception of priority tasks and the evaluation of the status 
and success of planned tasks.

Re-configurable data handling, to prioritise the generation and transfer of priority products 
through the processing chain, expediting the delivery to the end user. This solves the “data 
bottleneck” problem, facilitating higher duty cycle missions and payload operations.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Easily integrated in constellation configurations for intelligent and autonomous small satellite 
global and persistent monitoring. Leveraging Global persistent communications links for 
real-time tasking and direct product delivery to the End-user.

INTEGRATED FLIGHT-GROUND SEGMENTS
Exploiting DEIMOS’ GS4EO product, it can be deployed as part of a complete and integrated, 
continuous Flight – Ground Segment data and processing solution for satellite missions.
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SMALL SATELLITE SWAP
The hardware options cover the full range of mission types, from cubesat lifetimes and integration 
constraints, through to larger LEO satellites for 7+ year missions. Mass, power and volume 
requirements can be tailored to the mission class and the responsiveness needs of the mission. 

ON-BOARD PRODUCT GENERATION

On-board processing of SAR and Optical payloads to L1/L2, including on-board cloud and 
land-sea masks. Higher level products encompassing object detection, classification and data 
prioritization, and general AI-apps.
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